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Abstract 
We show the link between the existence of perfect Lee codes and minimum dominating sets of 
Cartesian products of paths and cycles. From the existence of such a code we deduce the 
asymptotical values of the domination numbers of these graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a simple graph (i.e. without loops nor multiple edges), V(G) will denote its 
vertex set and E(G) its edge set. 
We say that a set D of vertices in a graph G is dominating, if every vertex of G is 
either in D or adjacent to at least one vertex of D. The domination number y(G) of 
a graph G is the smallest cardinality of such a set. More generally, a set D is 
r-dominating if for every vertex x of G there exists at least one vertex y of D such that 
d(x, y) ,< r. The r-domination number y,(G) of G is the smallest cardinality of such a set. 
An r-bull centered in x, denoted by B,(x), is the set of vertices y such that d(x. Jo) d r. 
Clearly, an r-dominating set of G is a spanning of G by v-balls. 
The Cartesian product of two graphs G and H is the graph denoted GUH. with 
V(GOH) = V(G) x V(H) (where x denotes the Cartesian product of sets) and 
((u, u’); (11, c’)) E E(GCiH) if and only if u = L’ and (u. v’) E E(H) or u’ = c’ and (u. 2;) E E(G). 
The domination number of the square product of two paths Pk,OPnl (called 
complete grid graph) or two cycles C,,UCkI have been intensively investigated (see, for 
example, [2,4,5]). In fact, these problems are linked to the existence of some objects in 
error-correcting code theory in Lee metric [l]. 
An r-errors-correcting Lee metric code of length n over a q symbols alphabet is. in 
our graph language, a set C of vertices of the graph Ci = C, 0 ... 0 C, (n times) such 
that the r-balls centered on vertices of C are mutually disjointed. 
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An interesting particular case is that of the so-called perfect codes C where 
u,,,&(X) = V(CJ. Thus, such a code is also an r-dominating set. 
We will use the existence of perfect codes for the Lee metrics [3], in the two 
following cases: 
_ n = 2, for all Y and q = 2r2 + 2r + 1, 
_ r=l,forallnandq=2n+l. 
Some of the Klavzar and Seifter’s [.5] results are a direct consequence of these 
existences. A subset B of the n-dimensional grid Z” is a box of size ki . . . . . k, if B is 
isomorphic to [l, k,] x ... x [l, k,]. From these two perfect codes, it is clear that we 
can obtain by juxtaposition of boxes of size q. q or q. . . . q (n times): 
l a periodic tiling of Z* b y r-balls centered on the vertices (x, y) where 
y=(2r+l)Xmod(2r2+2r+1), 
l a periodic tiling of Z” by l-balls centered on the vertices (xi, . . . X,) where 
1:: iiXi E 0 mod (2n + 1). 
2. Results 
We deduce from these two tilings the asymptotic values for y(Pkt 0 ... 0 Pk.) and for 
a fixed positive integer r, y,(P,,0P,2). 
Lemma 1. Let q be the size of an r-ball of Z”. If there exists a q-periodic tiling T of Z” 
with r-balls, then for every integers k 1, . . . ,k, there exists a box of size kI . . . . k, with at 
vertices of T. 
Proof. If the tiling T is q-periodic then in a box of size q. . q (n times) there is 
exactly qn- 1 vertices of it. Thus, a box of size qkI . . . qk,. Contains exactly 
4 ‘- ’ kI 1 . . . k, vertices of T. This box is a disjoint union of q” boxes of size kI . . . . k,. 
Then at least one of these boxes has required property. 0 
Let B = [aI, b,] x ... x [a,, b,] be a box of the n-dimensional grid Z”, and 
x = (x1, . ..) x,) be a vertex of Z” out of B. We define X = (Xi, . , 2,) the projection of 
XoverBby?i= Xi ifai<Xi<bi, 
1 
ai if Xi < ai, 
bi if Xi > bi. 
Notice that since the distance between two vertices x = (xi, . . . , x,) and y = 
(Yl, . . . , yn) Of Z” is equal to Cy= i IXi - yil, every vertex y into B satisfies d(x, y) > 
d(% Y). 
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Theorem 1. For any r, kI and k2 positive integers, we have 
1J’I(Pk,UPkJ G 
(k, + 2r).(k, + 2~) 
,.p + 2r + , 
Proof. Let T be the q-periodic tiling of Z2 with r-balls, defined in the introduction 
with q = 2r’ + 2r + 1. By Lemma 1, we can choose a box B = [a,, b,] x [az. hJ of 
size (k, + 2t).(kz + 2r) such that 
IBnTld 1 (k, + 2r).(k, + 2r) 4 1, 
The box B’ = [a, + r, bI - r] x [aI + r, bz - r] is isomorphic to Pk,OPk,. A vertex of 
B’ which belongs to the r-balls centered on a vertex L’ of B\B’, belongs also to the 
r-balls centered on 17. We build an r-dominating set of B’, by taking the vertices of 
B’n T and by projecting the vertices of B\B’, over B’. Theorem 1 follows. 0 
Corollary 1. 
lim 
;Ir(Pk,UPkJ = lim ^1’1tC!+~CnJ 1 
k,. k,- 1 kI.k2 k,. k,- x k,.k, = 2r2 + 2r + 1 
Proof. The size of an r-ball on the graph C,,OC~~ is 2r2 + 2r + 1. Thus, we have 
so the lower and upper bounds have the same asymptotic value. The result fol- 
lows. 0 
Theorem 2. For k,, . ._ , k, positive integers, we have 
l’(pklu “’ q pk,,) < 
nr= L (ki + 2) 
2n+l . 
Proof. If we take the q-periodic tiling of Z” with l-balls, defined in introduction with 
q = 2n + 1, and we choose the “good” box B of size (k, + 2)’ ._. .(k,, + 2) then we can 
conclude, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1. q 
Corollary 2. 
lim 
-i’fpk,O “’ q p,,) = 
lim 
jj(C,,O “’ q Ckn) 1 
=- k,. k,, - ‘x, k,. .kz k,. k,, - cc kI. . . . ,k,, 2n + 1. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 1, it is sufficient to observe that there is 
2n + 1 vertices in a l-ball of the graph CkIO ... Kick,. 0 
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Using the projection is slightly rough, hence the bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 can be 
improved. Notice that in the special case where r = 1 and n = 2, in Corollaries 1 and 
2, we obtain the result of Jacobson and Kinch [4]. The same idea does not work for 
Y,(P,~O ... lJPk,) because we do not know tilings of Z” with r-balls when y1 3 3 and 
Y 3 2. 
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